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Can I add water to your chemical to soak the seeds before nursing them? We do that to help in early
germination and it helps to kill any bacteria and diseases from the seeds.
Yes pls fetched about 120ML and into a 16L or 19L bucket to soak
If you are soaking more just make sure it's about 120ML to 16L or 19L spray can or napsack to spray
seedlings doing nursery or bucket size to soak prior to nursing.
Yes the 120ML is mix in a full bucket of water or spray can or a napsack blower please, all with only water
If Spraying we advice 120ML to a bucket filled of water and stir to saturate
Or a Napsack sprayer or blower filled with water and mix 120ML and stir to saturate very well
For Spraying you will continue this process till you cover the entire landscapes
Each 2liter bottle is equivalent to about an acre and a half usages
Soaking seeds with Apex10 will boost the immunity of the crops and change the taste for the pest who are
disgusted by the taste of Apex10 and so they are discouraged to attack
But it doesn't change the taste for humans but rather increases tastes nutrients, turgidity, quantity and
quality of grain and life span too
All because Apex10 has fulvic acid which makes plants roots intelligent driving roots vertically into the
grounds as to traveling contrary horizontally
By traveling vertically plants roots are able to pick up enough nutrients and potassium which allows it to
even take in less water usages cutting irrigation down by 30% to 50%
We advice we spray crops again doing the transplant stage
Or if we don't transplant then at least two to three weeks after germination
We advice no use of any fertilizer but only a booster such as Apex10 fertilizer organic booster alone
Use fertilizers after transplant or after three weeks of germination
Apex10 will eventually cut your fertilizer usages down by 50% to 60%
We advice at least another spraying two to three weeks after the second Spraying
A minimum of 2X and a maximum of 3X spraying
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Crops Restoration
Crops restoration is Spraying Apex10 the first time on plants that are about a two weeks to a
month and two months older which we are yet to spray Apex10 since crops are either struggling or
we want to increase yields or actually both, Hence restore crops and increase yields, yet not as
influential as Apex10 being applied from seedling stages but still great improvements restored and
witnessed by farmers thus crops restoration.
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